MEETING HAUTS-DE-FRANCE PAS-DE-CALAIS TROPHEE EDF
Thursday 17 February 2022 – ARENA LIEVIN
Organizer: Philippe LAMBLIN
Meeting Director: Jean-Pierre WATELLE
Co-vid Reference LHDFA: Sylvain MICHEL 06/61/94/62/05
Medical Reference LHDFA: Doctor Béchir BOUDJEMAA 06/22/18/38/96
The official information on the progression of the Covid-19 epidemic in France and the sanitary
regulations are perpetually evolving as well as the proposed adaptations by the Minister of Sports.
Principles of Implementation
The FFA reiterates its priority of protecting its audiences in the fight against the spread of the virus.
Therefore, it continues to call for vigilance, a sense of responsibility, and civility from the managers,
coaches, volunteers, and all those participants of affiliated clubs or authorized structures to continue
the implementation of the following recommendations:
Meeting Organization
Rules and recommendations for organizing sporting events
 Reception conditions for authorized personnel only: List established beforehand:
 Athletes SHN or listed: registered for competition
 Professional foreign athletes: registered for competition
 Coaches of registered athletes
 Officials, directors, and managers of the competition
 For anyone entering the stadium (athletes, coaches, officials, spectators, journalists,
etc) presentation of a vaccination pass is mandatory.
Co-vid Contact Person LHDFA: Sylvain MICHEL 06/61/94/62/05
Medical Contact Person LHDFA: Doctor Béchir BOUDJEMAA 06/22/18/38/96
All participants, volunteers and service providers will be authorized to enter the stadium only by
presenting a valid vaccination pass.
The accreditations will be given only after the presenting a vaccination pass.
Prevention Gestures:
Constant wearing of a mask (over the nose) is the rule for everyone. With the exception for athletes
during competition and during their warmup.
The regulations for security measures will be placed in various areas of the stadium
Hydro-alcoholic gel will be available at all key points of passage (entrance/exits of the stadium,
catering, restrooms, etc.…)
The prevention gestures are everyone’s responsibility; any serious breach can lead to exclusion from
the competition and a withdrawal of one’s accreditation from the Meeting Director.
Restrooms with be accessible and cleaned regularly with a person passing every 30 minutes.
All vaccines are currently accepted, including Sputnik V and Sinovac/Sinopharm

